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Christie Vetoes DV Bill as Smart Guns Take Center Stage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On November 9, Governor Christie conditionally vetoed A4218 -- legislation obsessed 

with harassing gun owners instead of severely punishing violent offenders.  The bill 

was the subject of intense legislative battle earlier this year. 

 

In his veto message, Governor Christie echoed sentiment voiced by gun owners this 

Spring, criticizing the bill's redundancy with existing law, and calling for tough 

penalties for violent offenders.  

Read more about Governor Christie's veto in the media here. 

 

  

 

Beware of gun-haters bearing "gifts." Frustrated by market rejection of the flawed 

"smart gun" concept, the author of New Jersey's 2002 smart gun law now absurdly 

claims that NRA and ANJRPC have been blocking development of the technology, 

and has introduced legislation to roll back the ban on conventional handguns 

contained in the 2002 law "so development of smart guns can proceed and we can let 

the market decide."  

 

Only trouble is, State Senator Loretta Weinberg's new proposal also bullies and 

intimidates every firearms dealer in New Jersey into keeping smart guns in inventory 

and on display for sale. The obvious game is to force market acceptance of smart 

guns, not "let the market decide," after which politicians will be back with their 

mandate banning everything except smart guns.  
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"Smart guns are the holy grail of the national gun ban movement," said ANJRPC 

Executive Director Scott Bach. "Having little to do with safety, they provide a 

vehicle to ban every conventional firearm ever manufactured. If smart guns are such 

a great idea, why are police exempt under existing New Jersey law, and why has the 

state exempted itself from liability if a smart gun goes 'click' instead of 'bang' when 

you need it to defend your life?"  

 

Watch ANJRPC Executive Director Scott Bach discuss the proposal on NRA News 

here. Read about it in the media here.  

 

Please prepare for upcoming action on the new legislation in Trenton over the next 

several weeks, and watch for upcoming ANJRPC alerts. The new legislation has 

been assigned bill number S3249 but was not posted to the New Jersey legislature 

website as this alert was written. 
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